Opinion Writing Sentence Starters/Frames

How to begin your Opinion (Stating Your Opinion)*
*Choose only one sentence starter OR write your own!

- In my opinion
- __________ is the best __________.
- My favorite ____________ is ____________.
- I believe that
- ____________ is just wonderful!
- I think ____________ is great for many reasons.

How to begin your Reasons*
*Choose three sentence starters OR write your own!

- ____________ is great because
- I enjoy ____________ because
- ____________ is my favorite ____________ because
- I like ____________ because
- One reason
- Another reason
- Also,
- In addition,
- ____________ also
- It

How to begin your Conclusion sentence*
*Choose one sentence starter OR write your own!

- Now you know why ____________ is the ____________!
- As you can see ____________ is the ____________!
- If you ____________ you will ____________!
Title

Although not everybody would agree, I want to say that

I have several reasons for arguing this point of view. My first reason is

A further reason is

Furthermore

Therefore though some people might argue that

I think that I have shown
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Definitive Language Word Bank

Definitely
Absolutely
Certainly
Naturally

Of course
Surely
Undeniably
Obviously

It is a fact that
Clearly
Positively
Irrefutable

Without a doubt
Undoubtedly
Unquestionably
Indisputable